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NOTE: 
THE PERMISSIONS FOR THIS OBJECT ARE  
NO-MODIFY, NO-COPY, and TRANSFER ONLY. 
You can give this object to someone else. 
 
Made it past the 2nd year of being a merchant in SL.  Reorganized my goals and 
started reorganizing the merchandise in Second Life and Real Life.   Along with 
that, I made this HUD for my site information and Links.  The Icons are noted 
below.   
 
This HUD provides Information and web links for information and products.  The 
HUD has an image, notecard and landmark inside that it gives when those icons 
are touched.  The Links are to online stores that produce products on demand, 
websites with information and FYI, and my homepage and music site.   

FEATURES 
• HUD with Information and Links 

• Links to my Second Life Marketplace Store. 

• Links to online stores for RL good to match the SL compliments. 

• Landmark to mains site for Holo-Vending and discount vendors.  

• Transfer permission so you can give to someone. 

HOLOVEND VIEW 
I’m setting up Casper Holovend displays for my products as I go through and reorganize them.  You can see these items inworld on 
display or at one of the HoloVend areas at TCGWS in Milda.  The textures are available as full permission textures from AJ’s 
Texture Gallery in Akhsharumova where they can be purchased individually or as a set with a discount. 

HUD ICONS 

  URL Link to information on the current HUD being used.  These will be the 
latest document that I’ve uploaded for this link.  This will be on HUD only 
purchases that expand textures for the clothing item with the matching SKU 
prefixes.  

  URL link to information on the current product and HUD set.  This can be 
the initial purchase of a clothing item, furniture or other objects with HUDs or 
Menu selections, and Artwork with either HUDs or Menus.   

  URL link to latest document on the Thunderchild Gallery Workshop. 

  URL link to the latest Terms of Sales and Service. 

  Gives a copy of the Image stored inside the HUD. 

  Gives a copy of the notecard stored inside the HUD. 

  Gives a copy of the landmark stored inside the HUD. 
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  URL link to my online store at Society6.com.  Society6 produces apparel & bags, artwork prints, furniture, home décor, bed & 
bath, tabletop, office, tech, and outdoor & lifestyle goods.   

  URL link to my online store at RedBubble.com.  Red Bubble produces apparel & bags, artwork prints, furniture, home décor, 
bed & bath, tabletop, office, tech, pet items, and outdoor & lifestyle goods.   

  URL link to my online store at TeePublic.com, which is a division of Red Bubble.  Tee Public produces mostly Tee-shirt 
apparel including baseball shirts from transparencies.  They also produce some general goods like kids clothing, Totes & bags, 
artwork prints, tech, home décor and other items.  

  URL link to my online store at marketplace.secondlife.com.  Second life has a lot of things. Everything that is on the SL MP 
can be found on inworld on Casper Vendors and with general and group discounts.  Much of the clothing and décor items will have 
matches on one or more of the real-world online stores.   

  URL link to my online store at Spoonflower.com.  Spoonflower produces fabric. You can get samples of any print on test 
swatches, fat quarters or on bolts by the yard.  The matching textures can be found at AJ’s Texture Gallery.  Samples can also be 
viewed at my homepage in the textures section.   I have to purchase proofs from SP before I can make them available to the public.  
I’m doing batches at a time, but if there’s a texture, you’d like in the RL sooner than later, let me know.  

  URL link to my YouTube Site.  I’m not doing anything with it now except marking bands and info vids.  I have some mesh 
projects planned for down the road and will probably have vids made for real world instructions.   

  URL link to my homepage at https://thunderchild.net.  

  URL link to my music site KOCK.rocks BiPolar Radio at http://kock.rocks.  

  URL link to the music stream directly at http://kock.rocks:8000/play.  

  URL link to my flickr site.  I post photos of the stie and areas as I get work done.  Images can be from Second Life or Real 
Life. 

UNPACKING  
CasperVend items come in a box and will probably show up in your Objects Folder. You'll need to rez or wear the delivery box for it 
to open it and copy to your inventory.  The Machine box provided by CasperVend is also delivered by SL Marketplace.  It will go to 
your Received Items Folder in your Inventory.   

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 
The TCGWS project homepage is https://thunderchild.net. Grab the free product "Business & Artist Information" from the SL MP or 
CasperVend in-World.  Contact AJ Leibengeist aka Thunderchild Allen inworld for questions or issues.  

AVAILABILITY 
Matching and similar Real-Life products are provided by on-line third-party on-demand companies.  There are several 
matching and similar products for RL and I’m working on it constantly for the next few years.  If there is a product from 
my SL shops that you'd like to have in Real Life, or vice versa, Let me know!   
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